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Share your reflections about the

greatest opportunities and obstacles

in different domains with respect to

the overarching workshop goal

http://thenounproject.com

The Noun Project
Icon Template

Reminders

Strokes

Try to keep strokes at 4px

Minimum stroke weight is 2px

For thicker strokes use even 
numbers: 6px, 8px etc.

Remember to expand strokes 
before saving as an SVG 

Size

Cannot be wider or taller than 

100px (artboard size)

Scale your icon to fill as much of 
the artboard as possible

Ungroup

If your design has more than one 
shape, make sure to ungroup

Save as

Save as .SVG and make sure 
“Use Artboards” is checked

100px

.SVG

Challenges:

- interpretable foundational models in respect to what is

influencing changes in the system.

- integrated models that incorporate human impact and

integrate different sources from different timescales and

forms

- beyond streamflow modeling for other specific tasks and

organize benchmark challenges for them

- how to train models that have spatially sparse datasets.

- see ML models as building blocks and use the ones that

are appropriate for the specific task

Methods:

- Do we need to look into new architectures or up to us to

choose the most appropriate building blocks

- be more creative in how we use the data with creative data

sources

- self-supervised model building and learning

- integrated measures of success to guide model building

and selections (parsimony, prediction, functional accuracy)

information driving the universe vs laws (blinders)

information are patterns of fluctuations of variables

with which other variables interact

synchronization is a emergent property of

independent decisions interacting with information

could laws that we dependent be an emergent

outcome versus a driver 

given large volumes of data - can we identify

principles as emergent outcomes rather than forcing

them 

- are datasets large enough

- can we go beyond what we know

- can we do it in a model independent way

- could we find them as scale (in)dependant

Relative entropy

context dependent concepts

surprise and code length being related

and are context dependent

need of reference measures for E to be

meaningful

multiscale definition of entropy

IT as a language for science

What does

representational

redundancy

actually mean? Can

we quantify it in a

meaningful sense?

other thermodyn.

principles of

organization in

non-equilibrium

systems?

No limits to

applicability of IT -

but where is most

effective? Where are

new ideas needed?

Previously a lot of work was spent

on Shannon information, which

primarily is applied to data (aka

collections of real numbers, etc).

But, how can we use something

like AIT to be applied to the model

structures themselves. I've only

seen this used to quantify simpler

models, but what use could there

be to applying AIT to a something

like a land surface model made of

coupled PDE/ODEs?

information

compression

during

learning (2

phases)

Using lessons

learned for

supervised

learning to self-

supervised

learning 

Plumber

experiment ->

regression model

performed best+

state-space-

laerning -

Are

mechanistic

models always

causal by

construction?

variable selection

for optimal

decision making

not necessarily

identical to that for

prediction

e-values as

improvement

over p-values

(anytime-valid

confidence

intervals)

look into the black box

or look into predicted

functional

relationships, trends

and different modes of

performance 

->hypothesis testing

works on black boxes

Adding physics

to ML provides

proof/evidence

of what certain

contstraints

"cost"

- can physics

constrain imperfect

optimization?

- can physics

regularize outside

the training

envelop ?

Data is not

enough in

groundwater

systems

What is the role

of

understanding?

better integration

of model entropy

theory and info

content of

measurement data
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Information Theory as a Bridge Across the Geosciences & Modeling Sciences

International Workshop, The Schneefernerhaus, Zugspitze, Germany, Sept 11-13, 2023

0.1 Participants 0.2 Preliminary Reading

Information Theory

SIT = Shannon Info Theory

AIT = Algorithmic Info Theory

RIT = Representational Info Theory

IB = Information Bottleneck

Modelling Science

CS = Computer Science

ODE = Odinary Differential Equations

DL/ML = Deep Learning / Machine Learning

STAT = Probability and Statistics

CD = Causal Discovery

PB = Physically-Based Modeling

Domain Science

ATMO = Atmospheric Science

THM = Terrestrial Hydrometeorology

HYD = Hydrological Science

ECO = Ecological Science

GEO = Geology

Alexander Boyd et al.

(2018)

Thermodynamics of

Modularity: Structural

Costs Beyond the

Landauer Bound

Open link

Jurgens and Crutchfield

(2021)

Divergent predictive

states: The statistical

complexity

dimension of stationary,

ergodic hidden Markov

processes

Open link

Shwartz-Ziv and

 LeCun (2023)

To Compress or Not to

Compress - Self-

Supervised Learning

and Information Theory:

A Review

Open link

Timme et al.

(2014) 

Synergy, redundancy, and

multivariate information

measures: an

experimentalist’s

perspective

Open link

Arif and MacNeil

(2022)

Predictive models aren't

for causal inference.

Open link

Kumar and Gupta

(2020) 

Debates—Does

Information Theory

Provide a New Paradigm

for Earth Science? Water

Resources Research

Open link
Lin et al.

(2017). 

Why Does Deep

and Cheap Learning

Work So Well?

Open link

Info Theory in the

Geosciences

Journal Club

YouTube Archive

Open link

Authors

(year)

Title 

Suggester's

name

Read literature suggested by our invited speakers and organizing committee 

Contribute your impressions and questions in the discussion notes

Additional reading

suggestions from

participants?

Access all

Resources

Tell us who you are by positioning

yourself in or between the

workshop disciplines and tag

yourself with one or multiple

domains of  interests/expertise

using examples from the list below.

Alexandra Jurgens (SIT/AIT, DL/ML, CD,

PB)

Name (interest/expertise)

Jonas Wahl (SIT,RIT/ODE,STAT, Causality)

Simon Bing (CS, ODE, DL/ML, IB, STAT,

Causality)

Aramide Moronfoye (DL/ML, Causality, HYD/

THM, SIT)

Grey Nearing (SIT, DL/ML, PB, HYD, THM)

Christian Scholbeck (STAT, CS, DL/ML, SIT)

Juliane Mai (CS, STAT, PB, HYD, DL/ML)

Jonathan Frame (ODE, DL/ML, PB)

Michael Hauhs (CS, HYD, ECO)

Name (interest/expertise)

Jonathan Frame (HYD, GEO, THM)

Name (interest/expertise)

Uwe Ehret (HYD, SIT, DL/ML)

Maoya Bassiouni (ECO/HYD, ML, SIT)

Andrew Bennett (HYD, DL, SIT)

Leila Hernandez (THM/HYD, SIT, DL/ML)

Manuel Álvarez Chaves (HYD,DL/ML,SIT)

Dan Kovacek (HYD, SIT, CS, STAT, DL/ML)

Anneli Guthke (HYD/GEO, SIT, STAT)

Hoshin Gupta (HYD, THM, SIT, AIT, RIT, IB,

                         PB, DL/ML, STAT, ODE, CS)

Holger Metzler (SIT, ODE, ML, STAT, PB, ECO))

Jasper Vrugt (SIT, AIT, RIT, IB, ODE,DL/ML,

STAT,PB, THM, HYD)

Name (interest/expertise)
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Marvin Höge (DL, ODE, HYD)

Florian Wellmann (Comp. Geo, Geology)

Daniel Klotz (DL/ML, HYD)

Rebecca Herman (ATMO, Causal Discovery)

Martin Gauch (DL/ML, CS, HYD)

Eduardo Acuna (DL, HYD, PB)

Cristina Prieto (DL/ML/SIT/HYD/STAT)

Ralf Loritz (HYD, DL/ML, SIT)

Maria Fernanda Morales (HYD, ML, STAT, PB)

Luis De la Fuente (HYD, DL/ML,PB)

Name (interest/expertise)
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Information Theory

Overarching 

Workshop Goal

Development of a general

framework by which Information

Theory can act as a foundation

for enhancing the predictive

capabilities of Geoscientific

Models, and their suitability as a

basis for Reasoning and

Understanding

O
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Establish a short

list of IT tools

and a How-To for

using them

(Marvin)

Identifying scenarios

in applied modelling

where using IT tools

provides additional

insight that cannot be

obtained from other

methods (Marvin)

how to estimate

Info measures from

deterministic and/

or high-

dimensional data

and limited sample

size? (Uwe)

How well would ANN-

based models do in terms

of AIC or BIC, compared

to a physics-based

model? Would we still

prefer it if AIC or BIC

would be the criterion?

(Uwe)

Evaluating a model in terms of

predictive accuracy

(randomness) and size

(structural complexity) is good,

but I still think that we miss

something if we do not take into

account the computational

effort to produce an output

(computational complexity).

Which methods exist for this?

(Uwe)

Modelling Sciences

Paper Grünwald

and Roos (2020)

- How does MDL

connect/compare

to POME as a

guidance for

inference? (Uwe)

is our discussion of

limited data a reflection

of our limitation of using

large data? what can we

do with these large

datasets? what are the

limitations of the data

we do have

Domain Sciences

Paper Lin et al. (2017): 

- The claim is that many physical systems can be

expressed by low-order polynomials, which in turn

can be efficiently represented by small networks.

Does this also hold for systems where strongly

nonlinear feedback and emergent pattern-formation

occurs, and if one wishes to explicitly model these

effects, and not just the macroscopic effect?

- ANNs are provably effective and efficient tools for

modeling a large class of systems of the physical

world, and are therefore a good general basis for

modeling in the earth sciences.

- The world is a hierarchical assemblage of

subsystems – we should make use of this

organization by hierarchical assemblages of ANN

structures

(uwe)

Paper Schwartz-Ziv and LeCun (2023):

- Is there a principal difference between learning

about static and dynamical systems (e.g. radar-

image forecasting and image classification), or

can we use the same set of tools for both? 

- Where in the Earth Sciences do we encounter

cases of self-supervised learning? If our goal is

integrated earth system modeling in general (i.e.

no particular target in mind), can we approach it

as a self-supervised learning problem operating

on high-dimensional observational data sets,

partly relaxing existing causal chains constraints?

Will this help overcoming the problem of limited

observational data and missing target data?

(Uwe)

Paper Arif and McNeil (2022)

- Do models optimized for causal

inference provide better predictive out-

of-sample performance when trained on

small samples than those optimized for

predictive accuracy? In other words,

does causality provide a useful

regularization?

- The authors only describe methods for

DAGs, but ecosystems more often than

not include feedback. How to identify

causal relations in such systems?

(Uwe)

Linking information flows

extracted from observations to

specific processes

understanding, for example via

different model representations

to understand how information

flows vary with environmental

change or across different

echohydrological system

characteristics  (maoya)

Evolutionary principles

and information theory

or/and add an icon to

emphasize existing notes

Information Theory as a bridge (Day 1) Data-Based Learning and Modeling (Day 1) Modeling in the Geosciences (Day 2)
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Deposit and

view pdfs of

your posters on

google drive

Open link

(please, sign your notes)

Bridge

Paper Boyd et al. (2018): 

- The focus in this paper is on thermodynamic aspects of the mechanics

of computation. Can we use the insights also to guide development of

high-level earth science models, where the focus is more on

macroscopic (model-level) rather than microscopic (processor-level)

computational efficiency? E.g. to decide whether we should build

globally integrated ML models, or build hierarchical modular models

(compare Lin et al. 2017), and for the latter to decide how and to which

degree global correlations (spatial, temporal, causal) should be

represented in modular subsystems

- Inspired by the statements about designing optimal pattern extractors

and generators ("extractor transducers whose states are predictive of

their input are optimal", and "generator transducers whose states are

retrodictive of their output are optimal"): Can we learn something from an

analysis of environmental system observables about the required

architectural or computational design of a model thereof?

- "Pattern generation may be viewed as the time reversal of pattern

extraction": This corresponds to the discussion about the relation of

hierarchical generative processes and classification in Lin et al. (2017).

Should we then train models for both classification and generation

simultaneously? Would this yield more realistic models?

- In which sense are our typical earth science models information

ratchets (see Fig. 3), and is this comparison helpful?

- Can we use the concept of modularity dissipation to build structured

yet minimally dissipative models?

(Uwe)

Paper Jurgens and Crutchfield (2021)

- Use their method to guide model development for cases

where both dissipative and generative processes occur at the

same time (typical for Earth Science systems)

- Distinction of structure and state: in HMCs this is clear:

states change with time, structure does not. In real-world ES

systems, the distinction is less clear, rather we have an

interplay of fast- and slow-evolving system properties. How

can we apply the concept of statistical complexity dimension

to such nonstationary, and non-ergodic systems (which was

developed for stationary , ergodic systems)?

- How can we calculate the entropy rate and the SCD for

forced systems with deterministic input (systems with

dynamic input)?

- If we assume earth science dynamical systems as Markovian

(should we?), and model them as Markov processes, can

entropy production rate analysis of available time trajectories

help us to determine how much memory (order of the Markov

process) should be considered?

(Uwe)

Creating a culture and

space  for productive

collaboration/interaction

across disciplines and

sectors to deploy and

scale advances beyond

concepts and toy models

into applications (maoya)

 

Help Desk
Ask workshop

related questions

Answers can

benefit all 

We will use this space to share and organize resources, 

questions and insights throughout the workshop

0.0 WELCOME !

Contact organizers:

uwe.ehret@kit.edu, 

hoshin@arizona.edu

Schneeferner_IT_workshop_2023

- Google Drive

Google

Logistical

Resources 

Schedule

Open link

Logistics

Open link

Participants

Open link

 Hiking Trip

Open link

Hoshin Gupta

and Uwe Ehret

Introductory talk

Alexandra Jurgens

Epsilon Machines and

Randomness,

Structure and

Complexity:

Predicting

Complex Systems

Open link

Alec Boyd

Thermodynamic

Overfitting: Limits

on Complexity in

Thermodynamic

Learning

Open link

Ravi Shwartz-Ziv

Decoding the

Information Bottleneck

in Self-Supervised

Learning: Pathway to

Optimal Representations

and Semantic Alignment

Open link

Andreas

Scheidegger

Probabilities are

probably not

enough

Open link

Grey Nearing

Data Based

Modeling at

Scale

Open link

Peter Grünwald

Minimum

Description Length,

E-Values and

Evidence: a brief

introduction

Open link

Laura Condon

Machine learning and

mechanistic modeling

in hydrology:

successes and

ongoing challenges

Open link

Holger Metzler

Information theory

in ecological

system modelling

Open link

Grünwald et al.

(2023)

Safe testing

Open link

Mural

How To

Open link

Grünwald and Roos

(2020)

Minimum

description length

revisited

Open link

Please use a sticky

note to contribute to

our poster program

List name, title and

short abstract and

follow the color

scheme (section 0.3)

to position your topic

Brodu and Crutchfield

(2022)

Discovering Causal

Structure with

Reproducing-Kernel

Hilbert Space -Machines

ε

Open link

Learning Resources

Introduction to

Information Theory

Crash Course

Recording

Open link

Introduction to

Information Theory

Crash Course

Slides

Open link

A Brief History of

Information Theory

Khan Academy

videos &

Summary

Open link

how to generalize

machine learning

to objectives other

than the

ubiquitous SSR

(Jasper)

Use of ML and

information theory

in finding hidden

states/laws and/or

dimensions

(Jasper)

how to extract

form and function

from training data

so as to inform ML

(= elicitability)?

(Jasper)

Metzler and Sierra

(2023)

Information content and

maximum entropy of

compartmental systems

in equilibrium

Open link

General concepts

Representational foundations

Measures

(for analysis/classification/optimization)

Concepts

Bodies of theory

ESS

Earth Science Systems

CharacteristicsChallenges

general

specific

how to do few-shot learning which generalizes well?

should we appraoch ESS modeling as a multi-directional self-supervised learning,

 ignoring causal pathways, to make better use of data?

Can all ESS systems be modelled as hidden Markov models?

is there a fundamental differene between learning spatial or temopral patterns?

dynamical

hierarchical-compositional

A wide range of behaviours 

occuring simultaneously

deterministic/chaotic/complex

linear/non-linear

generative/dissipative

finite-/infinite-order processes

evolving (no clear separation of structure and state)

spatial/temporal autocorrelation

in large parts describable as open thermodynamic systems

cause-effect chains/feedback loops 

data-scarce (relative to system complexity)

conventional theory-based (TB) ESS models are based on incomplete understanding of the world

--> severly lossy compression of available data due to overly strong or wrong constraints by theory

How to best combine knowledge from theory with learning-from-data?

data-based (DB) models outperform TB models on specific problems,

 but currently lack hierachical modularity, hampering transfer

AIT

Algorithmic Information Theory

'description length after all (structural, statistical, etc.) redundancy was removed'

SIT

Shannon Information Theory

'description length after all statistical redundancy was removed'

Rate Distortion Theory

optimal signal compression (encoding-decoding)

Mechanics of computation

'study of computational machines'

(e.g finite state automata, Turing machines)

Thermodynamics

'the study of forms, stocks and conversions of energy'

Statistics

'the study of variability, uncertainty and decision-making under uncertainty'

Can we transfer insights from dissipative costs of modularity

 to guide model structure choice of macroscopic ESS models?

How to build modular yet minimally dissipative models?

(Universal) Turing machine

Kolmogorov (algorithmic) complexity

'length of the shortest program reproducing a data string'

Landauer bound

'thermodynamic cost of erasing 1 bit of information'

(links TD and Information Theory)

(Minimum) sufficient statistic

'(smallest) data transformation preserving all information about a target'

(special case of data processing inequality)

Gradient descent

'efficient learning method'

Workshop goal

A general framework by which IT can act as a foundation

for enhancing the predictive capabilities of ESS models,

and their suitability as a basis for reasoning and understanding

Neural networks

ANN

Physicsin most physical systems, proximity = similarity

the world is a hierarchical assemblage of subsystems

--> it can be represented by directed graphs DGs

ANNs are universal function approximators

in many physical systems, data-relations can be expressed

 by low-order polynomials or small ANNs

processes on many temporal scales

Physics

'the study of principles governing the dynamics of the universe'

self-organisation and emergent properties

ANNs are effective and efficient tools

for modeling a large class of physical systems

Dynamical systems

Lyapunov exponents

Entropy production rate

EPR

(links TD and Shannon Entropy)

Path Entropy

Description length

DL

Akaike information criterion

AIC

Bayesian information criterion

BIC

Philosophy of Science

'Inference, Deduction, Logic'

Model

Inference

'compressing'

'generalizing'

'learning'

Deduction

'generating'

'realizing'

'predicting'

Data

'generations'

'realizations'

'predictions'

Data

'observations'

use-cases

representation structures

Guidelines for inference

'regularizations'

theory-based models

from data

from outside

supervised learning

unsupervised learning

self-supervised learning

manifold learning

independent componentn analysis

How to estimate information measures from deterministic and/or high-dimensional data?

Epicurus principle of multiple explanations

'Keep all explanations consistent with the data'

Occam's razor

'among equal performing models, prefer the simplest'

Causality

'Follow the causal pathway'

Proximity =Similarity

Performance-complexity tradeoff AIC BIC

'optimally balance predictive accuracy and model complexity'

Minimum Description Length MDL

'prefer the model with shortest description length'

Holdout data

'prefer the model with best performance on holdout data'

Principle of Maximum Entropy POME

'use all available information but not more'

Information Bottleneck IB

Thermodynamic Optimality MEP

'systems configure to maximize Entropy production'

Hierarchical E-Machine reconstruction

is this always useful?

Can POME and MDL be jointly used?

goal-directed metrics

'aspects by which we evaluate models'

predictive accuracy --> MAX 

MSE, RMSE

size/structural complexity --> MIN

desccription length

structural/functional accuracy --> MAX

'mappability to real-world entities/processes'

Computational effort --> MIN

computational complexity

rarely used

how to measure?

rarely used

Why?

data-based models

ANNs et al

(Hidden) Markov models

E-Machine

'smallest possible maximally predictive

 model of a stochastic process'

how well would ANNs do in terms of AIC, BIC?t

random and/or observed fuel

uncertainty estimate

small scale data-

driven projects

to motivate

larger (NSF-

based, ...)

projects

more links between

IT theory and ML

(see information

bottleneck...) -->

focus for next

workshop

Geo-

Foundation

models as LLM

equivalent in

Geosciences?

paradigm shift:

information as

the driver

behind basic

principles 

information flow

of phase space

dynamics ->

explore links

between IT and

thermodynamics

Round table interests:

flipping the role of information 

physical phenomena and self similarity for foundational models

characterizing latent space in minimum representation of our system

go from space sample cases to large model path forward

info as a fundamental quantity in physics to observe phenomena

self organization and theory of information

large problems

IT to explain systems that are comprehensible to the human mind

how to go from theory to practical

entropy rate

categorize and identify data and making them talk to each other

proximity in space vs time

practical applications and spatial phenomena

link IT and AI

foundational models

extending physical relationship and resources to the macroscale

capturing scale emergent eco-evolutionary laws with ML through the lens of

information as the driver of these patterns

building large models

IT for better communications in applications

IT on evolutionary time scales

information theory beyond Shannon

concrete experiments for concrete applications

energy dissipation and using information

self organization

how is information expressed through representations

theoretical bounds on what we can practically do with models

making data talk through self organization

New/Proper

subscription

method for

reading group

Continue

 reading

group 

new strategy -

recruiting new

helpers

EOS

workshop

report

summary

Participate in

other center's

seminars/

journal clubs

like LEAP

perspective

paper of

challenges

and

opportunities

Alternative

formats:

Hackathon,

workshop of

subgroups

Timothy, Juliane,

Manuel, NIcolas

& Cris: General

framework for

evaluation of ES

models

Timothy:

providing cloud

storage and

comp. resources

at USGS

Sessions at

EGU, AGU?

Praveen: are

we missing out

on including

other parts of

the world?

Jonathan:

coordination of a

collaboration /

paper towards a

Geo-Foundation

model 

2025

summer

school in

USA

Form working

groups for

proof of

concepts of

larger projects

Maoya & Leila:

duality of

physics and

information

Merging IT

and xAI

Ben and

Leila: update

publication

list

Concluding Session

Praveen - Continue reading related literature from related domains (contact Leila

Hernandez Rodriguez <lchernandezrodriguez@lbl.gov>) - Info Theory Reading Group

Invited speakers

Uwe - Position paper resulting from Workshop - target journal? (WRR, Entropy Journal,

Geoscientific Model Development (perspectives format), James? Broader than

hydrology journal, Nature Reviews, Nature Geoscience, ) 

Hoshin - EOS Workshop Report (12 weeks?)

Papers/Initiatives

Jonathan (jframe@lynker.com), Laura - Foundation Models for Geosciences -

designing different test problems

(Jasper, Praveen, Laura, Leila, Maoya?) - Duality of Physics and Information

Timothy, Juliane, Cris, Manuel, Luis - A General Framework for Evaluation of ES

Models

Timothy, Daniel - Obj Fn Experiments with LSTM

Maoya - Science Fiction Story / metaphore on Lens of IT and Modeling (Nature?)

Christian - Merging IT & XAI

Florian, Uwe - Complexity Analysis & Info in Spatial patterns

Jonathan - Synchronization & Emergence in Geoscience Systems —> tied to FDN

models

Hoshin, Florian - How Info is encoded in/expressed through representational

architectures

Timothy - Broad critique of ES modeling practices

Uwe - How to continue WORKSHOP(discussion) format & SUMMER SCHOOL

(teaching & applied data analysis & discussion)? Timothy Hodgson - provide cloud

storage, computation etc. USA, CANADA (Waterloo institute), CHILE, in person non-

Hybrid (not Synchronized-Connected on 2 continents)

Maoya, Uwe, Marvin, Andrew, Cris etc - Archive of Mural, Notes etc.

Leila/Ben - Update of publications list, proper subscription method

Praveen - Out of the Box - write position papers for funding agencies to pick up on. Tap

work from other parts of the globe. (Mechanisms????).

XXX - Sessions at AGU, EGU etc (on your own)

Praveen::

workshop could

lead to white

paper to apply

for joint funcding

Interpretation Methods / Interpretable Machine Learning / Explainable AI / Sensitivity Analysis

Is there any extent

to which we can

compare

applications  in

different paradigms

(ie AIT and SIT)?

What is a "good"

model? Futures

from different

past states is the

same (e.g. e-

machine))

Process as

bi-finite

strings

(..011001...)

Entropy rate

h_mu is

irreducible

randomness of

process

(predictive limit)

elusive

information

(overlaps

between past

and future but

unobservable)

Good model

based on

statistical

complexity

non-unifilarity

(?): losing

track of states

within your

model

"observe and

update" -

>infinite state

e-machine

stat complexity diverges

--> using fractal

information dimension --

> novel stat complexity

dimension (using

Kaplan-Yorke conj.,

entropy rate, ambiguity

rate)

Kaplan-Yorke

conjecture to

calculate

information

dim.

Amibutiy rate (h_a):

uncertainty in prior

symbol goven

present - entropy

rate: unc. in future

given  presenet)

open challenge:

transfer concept

from discrete  to

continuous

variables

Growth rate of

predictive

models (h_mu -

h_a):

0 for finite states,

>0 otherwise

Inference tools for closed

systems + challenge of

earth system data encoding

open system dynamics ->

can we use ML to leverage

open system information in

data and cheat the use of

inference pinciples for

closed systems for open

systems?

generalized

Landauer Bound ->

work production

while writing

entropy on hard

rvie (Memory of

maxwell demon)

Thermodynamic

learning through

maximum

entropy

production

Modularity

dissipation

Principle of requisite

complexity:

infomration in

meomory must

exceed predicitive

complexity of

environement

Note: typically,

finite history

not sufficient

(long /infinite

memory

needed)

maximizing log-

likelihood =

maximizing work

production (for e-

machines)

thermodynmaic

overfitting

(measured by

validattion work

rate)

prevent overfitting from

regularization -

inthermodynamic

learning: by synchronizing

engines autonomously ->

 regul. param. lambda

derived from

synchronization cost

theory holds for

isolated systems

-> how about

open systems as

in nature

Do heurisitc

optimization

methods relate

(implicitly) to

thermodyn.

learning (like

GLUE,...)

is amount of existing

'elusive information'

(things that matter to

the past and future but

not immediately

observable in the

present) proportional

to system complexity?

Does the choice

of augmentation

change the

representation

that is learned?

Information in SSL

via multi-view:

transfer to model

ensemble use ->

which info is

extracted by all

models

Generalization via

substracting

redundancy

information from

SSL from relevant

information

Transfer learning

with informative

priors lead to

improved results

in multiple

applications

Can we

include LLM

(like ChatGPT)

in our

workflows?

Training datasets are

created by masking/

perturbing parts of the

datasets and therefore

creating a larger sample

(each masked different

parts)

--> would that work also for

e.g. hydrologic problems?

👍 1

https://dagitty.net

graphical web

interface helping with

Causal Graphical

Model (DAG) and

symbolic calculations

How does causal

inference work on

complex

structured data (ie

images, complex

policy decisions)?

What is relationship/

complementary

features to other

causality measures

like Transfer entropy

and convergent

cross maping?

observational

vs.

interventional

distribution

Which variable should

be included in model?

Which variable must

not be included in

model?

Minimal sufficient

adjustment set helps

identifying them

Is it a good idea

to prioritize the

learning of a

scientist over

learning of the

model?

causal inference  is:

model

independent,

needs no

observations,

no assumptions

regarding linearity etcUsing LLMs

/ AI tools /...

to obtain

CAGs?

Is our preference

for aesthetic

models more about

our cognitive

limitations rather

than nature? 

Minimum description

length (MDL) principle:

any regularity in

sequence of data can be

used to compress this

data, ie describe it using

less bits than would be

needed to describe

entire sequence

3 different

models to to

find universal

coding length

MDL +

Anytime valid

intervals

interpretation

by betting

Take Home

MDL method use

where traditional

statistical

assumptions do not

necessarily apply

Betting

interpretation

relates to

decisionmaking

and allocating

sparse resources?

Classical

statistics is

(almost) as

spooky as QM

Problems with

classical p-

value testing

(and taking a

"peek" at data)

We need flexible

methods, which

allow us to

"peek" at the

data - or to

collect more

"Anytime-valid"

method (e-value):

probability that

estimate is outside

of bounds at any

time

complexity

quantified by

Shannon entropy

over distribution

of states

Excess Entropy:

information the

past and the

present = future

relation to

traditional

methods like

bootstrapping

apply concept to

semi-supervised

learning (e.g.

streamflow+water

quality)

issue of

measurement

uncertainty, e.g.

losing devices

throughout

floods

the noise is helpful,

model figures out what

is relevant vs non

relevant information

(from the many

versions of the data)

creativity in

using

available data

(indirectly)

communication

tools and

tractability

changing mindset

w.r.t. amount of

data to "we have

huge amounts of

data, what do we

do with it"

Plenum discussion on limited data

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is data augmentation necessary?

Large data is available, limited datasets shouldn't be excused.

Datasets tend to violate conservation laws. Measurements and

biases do not respect physical laws. Should the models reflect

this?

How will Foundation models deal with this same data?

Satellite data is rich and there are fields where they do good

science with larger constraints.

Do we lack creativity in how we use our data?

Hopefully we'll not be saying the same in 5 yrs.

In other fields they observe and try to find a dataset that makes

sense or alternatives.

More science vs. more engineers. 

Should we be asking more interesting questions? Is science

only calibration and prediction?

We are biased by the representations that we learned in school.

Should we start with the data.

Is prediction the problem? Should we stop focusing so much in

prediction?

self

supervised

learning to

learn for the

right reasons

Are we data

limited or

rich?

what are meaningful

goals / more use

inspired goals vs data

to end this map->

science questions?

management

solutions?

potential overlap with

grokking in mechanistic

interpretibility: 

https://arxiv.org/abs/

2201.02177

https://arxiv.org/abs/

2309.02390 

harvesting

energy

from

patterns

where can

physics

thermodynamics

inform/lern from

ML approaches

and vice versa?

Linking information

flows extracted

from observations

to specific physical

processes

understanding 

Use of ML and

information theory

in finding hidden

states/laws and/or

dimensions /causal

discovery

What are the gaps,

limitations, and

opportunities in

using the

theoretical methods

to real, complex

systems?

Grey Nearing: - can

physics constrain

imperfect

optimization?

can physics regularize

outside of the training

envelope?

Identifying scenarios

in applied modelling

where using IT tools

provides additional

insight that cannot

be obtained from

other methods

Creating a culture and

space  for productive

collaboration/

interaction across

disciplines and

sectors to deploy and

scale theory advances

Going beyond

our current

usage of large

data

AI on

concepts:

DAG + ML

science to

practice

(black box

issue)

How can we use ML

to leverage open

system information

encoded in data and

cheat the use of

theoretical pinciples

for closed systems 

foundation

models

are the limits in

the data, the

physics or data

based methods

to extract

information ?

Producing data to

always meeting

'right' assumptions

vs communicating

solutions for

management in a

tractable way

Information as a

physical quantity /

links between

thermodynamics

and IT etc.

isomorphism

between

physics and

ML

Evolutionary

principles and

information

theory

how can we get

better estimates of

information SIT

information

measures on high-

dimensional data?

which

guidelines for

inferene

should we

use?

How to better

merge TB and

DB modeling

approaches?

How can webetter guide

inference by adequate

measures of successs?

functional accuracy

structural complexity

funcational/structural

accuracy

computational

complexity?

What can we learn

from mechanics of

computation for

hierarchica-

composiational

ESS modeling?

How to make

better use of data:

Few-shot learning

by storytelling?

(Uwe)

How to make

better use of data?

E.g. Treat ESS

modeling as a self-

supervised task?

highlight challenges

from different fields

(wildfires,

groundwater,  water

management, forest

ecology,...)

What can we

learn of a

system that can

be useful across

scales? (Leila)

understand

ML models

Using IT to

gain an

understanding

of models

Data to Data 

or 

Data to

reasoning ?

xAI,

understanding

Theoretical

vs. practical

Is it a good idea

to prioritize the

learning of a

scientist over

learning of the

model?

transfer IT from

discrete to

continuous

variables (or be

comfortable with

both)
theory holds

for isolated

systems, what

about our open

systems?Challenges:

multivariate

problems,

nonstationarity,

processes on

various time scales

Recap on history of

IT in Geosciences

(incl. change of

perspectives of this

workshop from the

ones before) philosophical:

connections

between entropy

and quantum

physics, basic

forces, surreal

numbers 

particle-based

modeling?

what are the

advanatge, why is it

not used more often?

how can it be used in

ML-modeing?

if our goal is to solve societal

challenges - we need

models that decision makers

and the public trusts - how

can industry/academia work

with these stakeholders to

guide the development of

mega AI models that they

can understand and trust 

AI-first

Geoscience

models

GeoFoundation

Models

complexity

measures:

MDL over

entropy rate

estimates?

xAI, sensitivity

methods,

 partial

dependence,

(causality)

Advancing

AI theory

ML learned

the

correction

between the

states 

- ML find extra

information in

data?

- ML find specific

errors in a model?

Data to

Data 

or 

Data to

reasoning ?

2 type of information

flows (input/control

data through physical

system to experimental

response & input

thorugh model to

response)

In defense

of domain

science?

science to

practice

(black box

modeling)

differential entropy

for continuous

variables -> no

proper measure for

information, ...

(more problems)

differential

entropy makes

sense when

you compare it

with a baseline.

complexity

measures: useful

for model

comparison/

selection, etc.

entropy as a

complexity

measure - depends

on what we are

interested in -

context

optimization under

performance

measure vs. "good

enough" ()keeping

redundancy

systems with

discrete and

continuous

entropy can be

tricky to measure

complexity

entropy and time

scales: entropy

rate dominated

by fast or slow

processes

- progerss in mathematical

approches that allow us to relax

some of the assumptions that

don't fit our systems

- formulate problems to fit into

the requirements of the

methods we adopt

- understanding how the

assumptions we make are

biasing out solutions

Geo-foundation

models & self-

supervised

learning

applications

far-reaching idea:

surreal entropy to

reconcile Shannon

and differential

entropy?

Real models are

mainly fluxes of

data (conceptual

models are just a

little component)

ML has

isomorphism

with our

physic

components

isomorphism

between

physics and

ML
"Merging ML &

physics

models is

stupid (in

hydrology)"

ML learns biases

in data to

overcome PBM

limited usage of

forcing data

Mass

conservation

could be the

wrong

hypothesis if the

data is biased

Our process

relationships are

functions of time,

states, and non-

stationaries

conditions

none of our

measurements

tell the whole

storywhy is it hard -

 upstream

processes, seasonal

changes, based on

state of system,

human influence

feedbacks

if our goal is to solve

societal challenges - we

need models that decision

makers and the public

trusts - how can industry/

academia work with these

stakeholders to guide the

development of mega AI

models that they can

understand and trust 

what does it mean to

do the best job we can

- do scientists set

these criteria or

stakeholders ? how do

we understand and

guide these?

Bias correction was

already used in

practice, did we

really learn

anything new about

mass conservation?Future: moving

towards "AI on

concepts"

(conceptual graph

models) and full AI

models (Geo-

foundational models)

What are

the black

bloxes?

Scientific

centers to

fund Geo-

Foundation

Models?

our models

show our

preferences

We have a lot of

gaps on space

and time, models

can fill these

gaps

use models to

improve

understanding

of connections

How to make better

use of data?

E.g. build models

that are good

forward-backward

(not only down the

causal chain)

lack of information in

data: local

measurements are

limited in what they

represent, remote

sensing limits

(subsurface,...), many

events nowhere seen

"stop the model

bake-off" and

use the models

that are best at

what we want to

do

integrating

information theory

 to optimize

redundancy under

he side conditions

of short term

survival

Data-driven

approach as initial

condition and

moving forward

with process-

based models

To be in a

compartment ->

Shannon entropy.

Time in a

compartment ->

differential entropy

complexity measured

by path entropy: "how

hard is it to guess a

particles path through

(compartmental)

system"

human signal

> physical

system and

social

challenge

use  parflow

emulator to

generate anomalies

on top of data-

driven model for

long-term conditions

ML emulators to

speed up

simulations:

physics based

models provide

training data

generalization requires capturing some

physical law - at the scale at which we are

interested - may not be a clear physical

law to that property but a scale emergent

property - what is the universality - ML can

approximate these from data. Diagnose

information and laws at the data scale

reasoning across scales

what if our data doesn't fit that scale

(hydrology)

conclusions are biased

by the questions we

are focused on - how

do we think and move

and progress along the

full spectrum between

all to no data

In what ways and how much to measures of

entropy depend on context - physically

motivated / user motivated how does this

affect ML and physical science approaches

toward solving global change and societal

problems?

Transferring between contexts

links between minimum description length

and entropy

predictive accuracy, functional accuracy,

complexity - are these restatements of the

same thing ?

conflation on measures and 

transparency of definitions

- ML find extra information in

data?

- ML find specific errors in a

model?

- conceptual models?

what does it mean to do a better

job ? Focus on being correct or

focus on making sense?

math/physical laws vs numerical

solutions vs data

MDL and notions of

model complexity -

comparison to

"predictive

complexities" (Alex

and Alec talk) 

Use AI for

new and

large

problems

Advancing

IT (and

other)

theory

data

foresight

Data issue

- lots of data out there that we don't have

access to as scientists

- interest in globalize hydrological data -

share data across physical borders

Foundational modeling: what is could look

like and what are the steps to get there

- system that can take geodata and self-

organize geodata similar to LLM

- ideas for proof of concepts in

geosciences: 

- LSTM with ability to self-organize to predict

different processes

- scaling, data and modeling capacity

* we don't learn much from models

* causality is overrated

* scientist are there for sanity checks

Causality:

- how does the predictive performance align with the causality in

that model

- causali-discovery algorithms assumptions under which

algorithms work or don't - we assume that we observe

everything that is relevant and there are no hidden confounding

factors. Methods that that do account for unobserved

confounders are conservative (don't know). Causal discovery

 might help you to ask the righ questions

- using LLM to extract causality

Interpretability:

- hazards of bad predictions that we don't notice

- need for better tools to asses uncertainty in ML

- model extrapolations is one of the biggest issues

data-driven models have less ego

reinforcement learning strategies for adaptive management

using DAGs to help standardizing modeling procedures
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What does information theory

mean

- communication

- quantification of structure

- representation

What IT does vs what IT is?

Timothy,

Daniel: Obj.

function

experiment

with LSTMs

Timing of next

Workshop:

probably end

Sept. / early

Oct.

Location of next

Workshop:

Arizona

(Biosphere), Banff,

Inrea (Chile),

Waterloo (Canada)

Consider:

Europe vs US vs

South-America,

environmental

impact, (hybrid)

GeoScience

+ IT + DL:

Science

fiction story

Florian, Uwe:

Complexity

analysis & info

in spatial

patterns

Jonathan:

Emergence in

Geosciences

(Foundation

model)

Hoshin, florian:

how is info

encoded in

representational

architectures

align

agendas by

academia

and industry?

Timothy: general

critique about

current earth

science model

evaluation

practices

Gauthier et al 

(2021) 

Next generation

reservoir

computing

Open link

Ralf Loritz and Chen Huan Wu

Lessons Learned from Training a Recurrent

Neural Network on the SAPFLUXNET Dataset

We explored the challenges of using an LSTM

model on the SAPFLUXNET dataset to predict

sap flow across European sites. Key findings

suggest that LSTMs can accurately predict

hourly sap flow when trained on the full dataset,

which includes diverse tree species. Sequence

length is crucial for capturing drought effects,

and the model can also predict flow at unseen

sites. This study underscores the key factors for

effective sap flow prediction with RNNs.

Christian Scholbeck, Julia Moosbauer, Hoshin

Gupta, Giuseppe Casalicchio, Bernd Bischl,

Christian Heumann

Bridging the Gap between Machine Learning and

Sensitivity Analysis

Interpretations in terms of a sensitivity analysis of the

model output or the model building process are an

integral part of modern machine learning. However,

machine learning has evolved largely independent

from the large body of research in the field of

sensitivity analysis, a complementary discipline used

to explain models in many disciplines such as

environmental modeling, engineering, or finance. We

bridge the gap between both fields by formally

defining the entire machine learning process as a

system suitable for sensitivity analysis.

Eduardo Acuna, Ralf Loritz, Manuel Álvarez,

Nicole Baüerle and Uwe Ehret,

To bucket or not to bucket? Analyzing the

performance and interpretability of hybrid

hydrological models with

dynamicparameterization

Hydrological hybrid models have been proposed

as an option to combine the enhanced

performance of deep learning methods with the

interpretability of conceptual model. Among the

various hybrid methods available, the dynamic

parameterization of conceptual models using

LSTM networks has shown high potential.  We

explored this method to evaluate if the flexibility

given by the dynamic parameterization overwrites

the physical interpretability of the conceptual part

Juliane Mai

The beauty and the beast — The performance of physically

and Machine Learning-based models evaluated in a

standardized experiment over the Great Lakes

Model intercomparison studies are carried out to test and

compare the simulated outputs of various model setups over

the same study domain. The Great Lakes region is such a

domain of high public interest with its trans-boundary

location, strong lake effects, regions of strong human impact,

and as being one of the most densely populated areas in the

United States and Canada. The study comprises of 13 models

covering a wide range of model types from Machine Learning

based, lumped, subbasin-based, and gridded models. The

standardized experiment enables the objective evaluation of

Machine Learning-based models and physically-based

models for streamflow in calibration and temporal/spatial/

spatio-temporal validation. The results are both surprising and

insightful; providing several avenues to improve either type of

model in different aspects.

Uwe Ehret and Pankaj Dey

c-u-curve: A method to analyse, classify

and compare dynamical systems by

uncertainty and complexity

We propose and demonstrate a method to

analyse, classify and compare dynamical

systems of arbitrary dimension by the two

key features uncertainty and complexity,

The first is the mean entropy of many

time-slices of the system's time trajectory,

the latter is the entropy of these entropies

("uncertainty about uncertainty").

Dan Kovacek & Steven Weijs

Monitoring Network Optimization

The British Columbia Hydrometric Service operates a

streamflow monitoring network covering approximately 1M

km^2 . Monitoring density is low and distributed unevenly in

space. Given the long delay between network design

decisions and goals of data collection, how might monitoring

network expansion be designed to maximize flexibility for

future information needs?

The network expansion problem is approached as a

maximization of total network information, or finding the set

of unmonitored locations associated with the greatest

expected reduction in surprise for all unmonitored locations.

In other words, what location(s) would be the best regional

information transfer model proxies for the greatest number

of other unmonitored locations?

Timothy Hodson, Thomas Over, Tyler

Smith, and Lucy Marshall

Test your objectives! 

(or How to select your objective function

using information theory)

Choosing the wrong objective function

leads to suboptimal calibrations

(information loss), unexpected biases,

and misrepresented uncertainty. So,

stop assuming objectives and start

testing them instead.

Manuel Álvarez Chaves, Uwe Ehret,

Hoshin Gupta & Anneli Guthke

Toward an Information-Theoretic Diagnostic

Evaluation Framework for Hybrid Models

We propose a toolbox of methods based on

information theory as a step towards a

unified framework for the diagnostic

evaluation of “hybrid" models (i.e., anything

on the axis between physics-inspired and

data-driven), to enable an objective

comparison of various model types, and to

extract insights which guide towards model

improvement.

Nicolas Brodu

Inferring effective state variables and dynamics from data

(with application to ENSO and ecosystems)

Inferring a model only from measured data is the realm of

machine learning. The models obtained this way can have very

good predictive abilities, but often behave as black boxes that do

not inform much on the physical processes for which data

measured in the first place. In contrast, computational mechanics

is a principled way to build efficient models of physical

processes, but struggles to deal with large quantities of real data

measured from multiple heterogeneous sources. Using

reproducing kernels, such data can be exploited to estimate

causal states embedded in a functional space. By expressing

these states in a reduced set of coordinates, the information

needed for describing the physical processes of interest is

encoded into effective state variables, all inferred from measured

data. Preliminary results will be shown, especially on El Niño/La

Niña oscillations and on the dynamics of ecosystems.

Open link

Input dimension reduction for surrogate models: can/should

an error be considered to build better surrogates?

Maria F. Morales, Sergey Oladyshkin, Wolfgang Nowak

Subsurface-process models, such as for contaminant and

radioactive nuclide transport, are highly heterogeneous in

space and at times considers a large number of processes/

contaminants. This translates into a high number of input

parameters that describe the different processes. Large input

dimensions are a challenge for surrogate model building,

given that more training points and computational power are

needed to train and run them. Therefore, we employ input

dimension reduction (IDR) methods, to describe the input

parameters with a reduced number of parameters. This

comes at the cost of a reduced amount of information

available for the emulator to reproduce the model outputs.

We focus on the questions of a) which method is more

appropriate to reduce both geostatistically-dependent and

independent parameter sets, and b) can/should an IDR-

associated error be considered to account for the missing

information?

Cristina Prieto, Nataliya Le Vine, Dmitri Kavetski, Fabrizio Fenicia, Andreas

Scheidegger, and Claudia Vitolo

Towards identification of dominant hydrological mechanisms in ungauged catchments

Hydrological modelling of ungauged catchments, which lack observed streamflow data, is

an important practical goal in hydrology. A major challenge is to identify a model-structure

that reflects the hydrological processes relevant to the catchment of interest.

Paraphrasing a well-known adage, “all models are wrong, but some model-mechanisms

(process representations) might be useful.”

We extend a method previously introduced for mechanism identification in gauged basins,

by formulating the inference equations in the space of (regionalized) flow indices and by

accounting for posterior parameter uncertainty. Candidate mechanisms and model-

structures are generated, and the "dominant" (more a posteriori probable) model-

mechanisms are identified using statistical hypothesis testing. We assume that the error in

the regionalization of flow indices dominates the error of the hydrological model structure.

The method is illustrated in 92 catchments from northern Spain,16 of which are treated as

ungauged. We use 624 model-structures from FUSE (flexible hydrological model

framework). The case study includes real data and synthetic experiments.

Routing is among the most identifiable processes, whereas percolation and unsaturated

zone processes are the least identifiable. The probability of making an identification

(correct or wrong), remains stable at ~25%. In synthetic experiments, the reliability, i.e., the

probability of identifying the true mechanism when the method makes an identification,

varies between 60%-95% depending on the magnitude of the combined regionalization

and hydrological error. The study contributes perspectives on hydrological mechanism

identification under data-scarce conditions.

Yuan Heng Wang & Hoshin Gupta

A Mass-Conserving-Perceptron for Machine-Learning-Based Modeling of Hydrologic

Systems

Decades of effort have been devoted to building models of catchment-scale precipitation-

runoff dynamics of hydrological systems. Recently, Wang & Gupta (2023) proposed the

machine- learning-based physically-interpretable Mass-Conserving Perceptron (MCP) as a

way to bridge the gap between physics-based and ML-based modeling approaches,

thereby addressing the “accuracy-interpretability” dilemma incurred when applying only

one of the modeling representations. The physically-interpretable MCP computational unit

has been developed to exploit the inherent isomorphism between Gated Recurrent Neural

Network (GRNN) structures and dynamical physical systems explicitly represent the mass/

energy-conserving nature of hydrological process. We show how and why MCP-based

modeling can more effectively facilitate hypothesis testing.

We develop a MCP unit/node/cell that represents a generic bucket model, where the

"input/bypass gate" controls how much of the water input enters the cell and how much

bypasses the cell on its way to the output, a newly introduced "loss gate" that accounts for

external losses (such as evaporative) of water from the system, and impose a constraint on

the "output", "loss" and "forget/remember" gating functions to ensure conservation of

mass. An energy conservation constraint is applied to regularize the flux produced by the

"loss gate". Further, the "input bias- correction gate" is introduced to account for

precipitation under/over-catch. A "mass-relaxation gate" is incorporated to model the

interception storage/loss effect.

Our methodology is demonstrated using the 40-year Leaf River catchment daily rainfall-

runoff data set. Particular attention is devoted to exploiting ML technologies that ensure

robust training to achieve good generalization performance. Overall, the MCP paves the

way for exploiting inferential methods that use neural network architecture search, and the

information theoretic notion of minimum description length to identify ‘optimal’ model

hypotheses.

Aramide Moronfoye and Praveen Kumar

Spatiotemporal Interactions Between Microtopography, Vegetation

and Streamflow through the lens of a Graph Neural Network

The near-land surface critical interface (CI) consists of heterogeneity

in microtopography as well as mosaics of row-crop vegetation. Since

this CI is a primary locus of anthropogenic and climatic activity in

intensively managed landscapes, understanding its dynamics is

important. The question is: given this heterogeneity and a

spatiotemporal graph neural network (GNN), how might we predict

streamflow and better understand the dynamics of large-scale water

fluxes in the Upper Sangamon Watershed? Each graph node in our

model represents an area of ~100 sq. km and is characterized by

assumed unchanging topographic depression information, as well

as dynamic hydroclimatological and vegetation information. With a

combination of node degree, information theoretic, and explainable

AI methods applied to GNN results, we can address this question.
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Grey Nearing

.............................................................

deeper understanding of information flows

through ML models. 

interest in strengthening the relationship

between IT and ML domains

to learn where information is coming from

There is lots of room for ML in geosciences

that have yet to be explored

Small scale opportunities/project for large

scale and foundational modeling.

motivation for large models personal

explorations

Modeling feedbacks until building up the full

system

Funding for centers and common infrastructure

Laura condon

.............................................................

connection between ML and IT still unclear but exciting

potential

interest in physical laws as emergent behavior - how do

we work towards that?

what we understand is very dependent on what we

have historically choosen to observed

there is more to learn by being thoughtful about what

we choose to solve and explore next

Need more focus on process that have less

observations and are harder to infer

ex: use more diverse datasets to learn hydro proceses

from land surface processes

explore what information we have that we can extract

there is potential to move forward in modelling

complete systems by bringing more complete datasets

building large models requires thoughtful design of

small test of what we want todo

Holger: thinking about big picture (e.g. model types)

incentives to keep developing  theory/mathematical

underpinning

Hypernetworks: using networks to inform networks

Complexity or entropy do not make sense without context

(measure for contextual "information")

possible paradigm shift: information is driver behind basic

principles (mass conservation,...)

differential entropy example: path entropy of sequential

states might formally add up to 0 while we have to be

careful since the entropy (0) for each state are different

things - we formally could not even add them

finding practical use cases in ecology: e.g. using c-u curves

or other complexity measures to estimate optimal sampling

frequency 

connecting Thermodynamics

+ IT and ML

Thermodynamics + IT might

help to understand why

training etc.works so well

(stoch gradient descent...)

Physicals justifications

Alec Boyd

.............................................................

Thermodynamics and physics tells us

about the reason for certain types of

learning.

But it's a by directional channel - use

revolution in information science to also

inform physical processes.

reinforced inspiration to draw from

standard techniques/strategies in ML

field as physically/living systems

justified/emergent

Alex Jurgens

.............................................................

thinking about history - cryptography and communication

motivates functional definition of information for outcomes to be

useful 

(nature is encrypting the processes that we are trying to decrypt)

how do we think of information dynamically - mathematical challenge

partial information decomposition as avenue for more dynamic

systems

ML lots done in theory of extracting patterns and IT still needs to catch

up and needs more efficient metrics - ex information diagram similar

to energy diagram

how do we put information bounds for macroscopic systems versus

microscopic? scale-free theory

information flow is still a hazy picture to connect to dynamic systems

estimating info flow with probability distributions requires stationarity 

toward formalizing rate of change of entropy in dynamic system ->

mechanism that arises in phase space vs state space

info flow emergent outcome 

Holger Metzler

.............................................................

theoretical foundation lagging behind what is

possible from huge amounts of data and incentive to

make it catch up

thinking about complexity requires context and

entropy doesn't have meaning without context -

need some expectation about something

interest paradigm shift for information as the driver

versus an emergent property

thinking of information/entropies as fundamentally

relative

cautions with differential entropy and zeros that

have different meanings

data to bridge theory and context

Grey: information flow through

ML models

explore links between AI and IT

(see breakout groups)

opportunities for large-scale

models, starting from small-

scale models: using available

datasets to begin with and

make proof-of-concept

Laura: 

investigate emergent

behaviour of systems,

using diverse datasets

to assess what do we

have and what is

lacking

Alex: what if information often comes back to

communicating secretly (cryptography)

info from A to B (without C knowing): information is a

static feature, while info flow implies  

partial information decomposition (non-Shannon) from

NeuroScience

correcting models vs extract info from data directly -->

ultimate theory of pattern recognition

Theory of about patterns etc. struggles to keep up with

abilities from ML models --> have an information

diagram like thermodynamics diagram that exists today

for thermodynamics

(Alec comment: energy and finance work very similarly:

strategies to maximize resources follow similar flow of

information)

Andreas: pareto-front between multiple

objectives -> IT to navigate on it?

entropy as nice property to distributions

-> more value to it, what does it solve?

(clearer for ML; but less for

geosciences)

let's take ego out of models (ML are

better there)

LLMs or similar as next  big thing that

should be focused on (compare

Foundation models)

Andreas Scheidegger

.............................................................

multiple objectives for choosing right model/

solution and

no theory to tell us what is the right tradeoff

hard to see what practical problem IT can

solve

IT to and and get different perspectives

how to inform IT advances by practical

questions

taking the ego out of the models

avenues for integrating LLMs 

IT as a vehicle to think of DL

Information theory and other theory notes

Hellinger distance related to Reyni entropy

with parameter 1/2

Difference between "relative entropy" and

"difference between entropies"

All entropies are relative

Surprise and code length are related and are

both context-dependent

Need a reference measure or some kind of

scale for entropy to be meaningful

Multi-scale dependence for the definitions of

entropies.

Information theory as a language for science

Complexity is a context-dependent concept
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of you

I'm confused about ...

I'm inspired to ...

I want to share this cool

link/resource/paper
Hauhs et al. (1996)

Summary of a

Workshop on

Ecosystem Modelling:

The End of an Era?
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Michael Hauhs and Holger Lange 

Complexity Measures as Tools for Delineating the Possible from the Impossible in

Catchment Modelling

 In forested catchments hydrology and forestry employ two different modelling

approaches. There are well-established monitoring practices and scales (catchments,

vegetation periods) of relevant variables in hydrology and forestry. The overlap at the

catchment scale. Here, we pose the question, how to integrate them into an ecosystem

model that covers biotic and abiotic aspects to the satisfaction of both perspectives.

Currently, the modelling approaches in hydrology and forestry appear as mutual

incompatible. In a catchment model of water transport, a forest often becomes a sink

function (no strategies). In a forest growth model, the soil moisture is often characterized

by a static site index (no causal state variable). It is unclear, however, at which scale the

above apparent incompatibility of models can be resolved. Here we use information and

complexity quantifiers applied to a long-term monitoring site (Lange Bramke, Harz

Mountains) as tools characterizing the phenomenology of the two perspectives.

Hydrologists (and foresters) may already be using a respective resolution in monitoring

that maximizes complexity in the relevant data (runoff, timber volume), i.e. they collect

data sets that pose maximum difficulty for modelers. When monitoring forest growth, the

vegetation period poses a minimal temporal resolution whereas the spatial resolution

can be selected to yield maximal. In monitoring catchment runoff, the first order

catchment poses a minimal spatial resolution whereas the complexity of temporal

resolution can be maximized. Additional internal measurements are often redundant

with respect to the corresponding data (precipitation, radiation, weathering). Thus, the

compatibility problem may not be overcome by higher observation or simulation

resolution. We suggest abstraction tools that allow to pose this phenomenology in a

shared language.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Gbgf_HuWtkhSpWGwbVxnNZV6OfLYvFax?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yMsiyI0yMY8hx5YTW9rM0dm9yCWXj1-K?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GURSSP4qMMVv2_1ltXOWO5Gv4FjO69LW?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vNL-QKv9vLVtIDNZJ3E7bf68mC2zLcpZ?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MoMYAHaNPsxO81ptxX66E4CoWaifZ017?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vTHSYI0PdVHfX3O9wHgNLBkyS60Z4ObY?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1X5g_ot65j81Uhe7oE8YtQ-EquoQgkH3l?usp=drive_link
https://www.youtube.com/@informationtheoryinthegeos8841/videos
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1oWX5f19fGe_pYNfAW071cSW0nF0kDQUT
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1M4OyNC9kCMuLAZkLYeKjAi74tzbU5RPx?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YM84M7BvGZfygUl0y2uWdaiGyoywPwwf/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cXtkL-UdpLgjIhm6xgZH_0I0mzql-Twi/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EXyKUe9maQAmRLaMTkPPV4iLTcp73UHk/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PtLoug744gwq-QqyZA78h7aaT0n_st8c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HR1lWwKGrEpO-MlrQdOfy6v_GIkOY114/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12A1hcj9NUD8QTYZg0vwTl1hFGQp4YHC8/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fWfEj2xmDZ2xke5o-J2DpJQjlHVlPvUs/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DjG1BAKVLogMxDOTs9e52CrC_bjTb7jb/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FKuorFfSeqv8Wna807p-LlRK4AW-RAke/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lAs_a1o7yWHmdfmKWb4cGUDJgc0G0LCQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1md-F9thXTH0hNZcO7FkcOwejYs7lGqVZ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UbNvaOjFtjdCPMvcL6qlGwUyz8Q3b78W/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nq1FDbnxmvVTF8YO_O17Of_79rFnbAGi?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZzTtlcRM3VeMgdX_28Ytw0tyIbAszQRD/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16hkQ5LUE_Ek-2zkYquhvloCTrikX8auk?usp=drive_link
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0062829
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZFveNO08QD5XZP1lAhoBcA0vP1O5R8Xv/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13grit5wXOKUFP4DfuJ_O3MwFMFwTHGja/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fZCqpdX1H8fxxyjXJs104p2Ss3IP-upw/view?usp=drive_link
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2308.10956
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-25801-2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bWPltQ4cpJ05WU0x6CO8NeI7Ilxsi6gY/view?usp=sharing
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0048969795049681?via%3Dihub
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1CRCwxz2TbHf91Bgq9ADKHvjEg9malHyf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1M4OyNC9kCMuLAZkLYeKjAi74tzbU5RPx?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m1qf2hfgLtqvNPPIYzqjlsqLYcWel0l7/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NJ181iV8mZgU0NbSoUxnNMuEiZgsr5lH/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LXyIsXjptQfF0R9VerdSL1M5WdKTOIB6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JMPFf2vcLkUKMIAIrWvi3nbf_hRg6-A_/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fjFxzNRIWTj7vVKnhkl-Wj7WmtYoKDCK/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mGzMQkgdEIaWppmE8c68GWCH-L3wR-3R/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KHj-6aUac3xbX9reUMFLdVSJDPsX3q6-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1atdl0dwMhDDbPTxsIvF1LNjr6YRkHIKa/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RilSJDgZuhPRiQCrrYR6l0CrZOsEwLdH/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tm-h9sesdmclxBpvp9v9AjJZoMItNuaQ?usp=drive_link

